DETOUR ALERT

Starting Tuesday, June 7, Roosevelt Dr. will be closed between the stadium and Mantua St. for construction. It will be closed until mid-August.

Route 40 Suburban North will be on detour for the duration of the construction. The detour is below.

**AM Detour**

*From Hudson Rd.*

- Right on Roosevelt Dr.
  - Left at the stop sign by the middle school parking lot
  - Follow the parking lot using the circle around the flagpole to turn around
  - Make a courtesy stop before turning on to Roosevelt Dr. for the Stanton Middle School stop
- Right on Roosevelt Dr.
- Left on Hudson Rd.
- Left on Carthage Ave.
  - Make courtesy stop at the stop sign before turning on Mantua St. for the Carthage stop
- Right on Mantua St.
- Resume Route

**PM Detour**

*From Mantua St.*

- Left on Carthage St.
- Right on Hudson Rd.
- Right on Roosevelt Dr.
- Left at the stop sign by the middle school parking lot
  - Follow the parking lot using the circle around the flagpole to turn around
  - Make a courtesy stop before turning on to Roosevelt Dr. for the Stanton Middle School stop
- Right on Roosevelt Dr.
- Left on Hudson Rd.
- Resume Route

**AM Missed Stops**

Roosevelt High School
Mantua & Grant SB

**PM Missed Stops**

Roosevelt High School
Mantua & Grant NB
Mantua & Riverside NB